Do the Right Thing Essay

Youth violence affects my life by making me want to change it and wish that it wouldn't happen or wish it never even existed. Sometimes I worry that violence is going to get worse and start happening everywhere. Even if we can't stop it entirely, we can still stop bits of it and sooner or later that bit will turn into a big gap and it will get bigger and bigger. But we still need to try and stop violence.

The causes of youth violence are many things like there family past or if there family just don't raise the kid badly. Sometimes kids are influenced by gangster and become a ganster. Also types of Video games like "Call of Duty," sometimes it can be critical like your parents are in a gang and they make you a gangsters.

But there can be solutions to Youth Violence like being cautious of what your doing and saying. My solution to Youth Violence is by making a program to save kids from being bad. The program would cost no money and it would teach kids on the street how to be successful in life. Also we would teach kids all subjects. Kinda like a school for kids from the streets.